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. VAPÜR GENERATQR 

Virginius Z. Caracristi, West Hartford, Conn., assigner to 
üomhnstion Engineering, lne., Windsor, Conn., a cor 
poration of Delaware ` 

Fiied duly 27, 196i, Ser. No. 12.7,l73 
2i Claims. (Ci. 122-240) 

This invention relates to high pressure, high tempera 
ture vapor generators and'has particular relation to such 
generators operating at supe‘rcritical pressure. 
.. The invention is concerned with such generators having 
a pair of furnaces with independently controlled `firing 
rates and from which extend a gas pass that contains vari 
ous heat exchange sections. The furnaces are separated 
by means of a common division wall and the outer walls of 
each furnace are lined with heat exchange tubes while the 
partition wall is comprised of tubes in generally side-by 
side relation. The supercritical vapor> generator has a 
through-flow circuit and the furnace wall tubes and parti 
tion wall tubes form a part of this circuit with the ar 
rangement being such as to provide minimum tempera 
ture differentials transversely of the ,furnace walls while 
permitting the two vfurnaces to be fired in a biased man 
ner, i.e., fired at different rates. . This bias firing may be 
originally designed into the unit with one furnace having a 
greaterV capacity than the other or it may be a controlled 
rate bias for the purpose of extending the control range 
over which the reheat temperature ofthe generator may 
be maintained at its desired value. . 

In accordance with the invention a supercritical vapor 
generator is provided wherein the primary fluid or work 
ing medium is first passed through an economizer and 
is thereafter passed through tubular members which line 
the outer walls of each of the furnaces with the through 
ñow being directed in parallel ilow relation through these 
tube members. After thus passing through the outer wall 
tube members the through-dow is then directed through 
the centerV or partition wall and from this wall through 
additional heat exchange surface disposed in the gas 
pass means extending from the furnaces. The vapor gen 
erator is operated on the reheat cycle, having a single 
reheat in yone modification and a double reheat in another 
modification, and the respective reheatsy are disposed so 
that they are in the gas streams issuing from the fur 
naces with each reheat being subjected primarily to the 
heating influence of the gases produced in oney of the 
furnaces. i 

By directing the through-flow `first through the outer 
furnace wall Vtubes and then through the center furnace 
wall tubes the most favorable conditions are obtained ~ 
with regard to providing minimum temperature difier 

V entials transversely of the furnace walls. This is due to 
the characteristics of the supercritical fluid. The specific 
heat of the supercritical fluid is the greatest at the transi 
tion` point and adjacent to this point. This means that in 
this region a large change in the heat absorption of the 
fluid results in a relatively small change in the tempera 
ture. By arranging the through-flow circuit as aforesaid, 
i.e., the outer furnace walls upstream of the center or 
partition wall, in the organization of the invention the 
transition zone will lie in the furnace wall tubes and will 

. be nearer'the outlet of these tubes than would be the 
case if the through-flow passed íirst through the center 
wall and then through the outer wail tubes. This has the 
effect of permitting bias firing to be employed with the 
center wall arrangement without developing large temper 
ature differentials transversely of the outer furnace walls 
which would in turn greatly complicate the support of 
these wall's, particularly in a «welded wall construction; 
and result in producing excessive stresses. ' 
With the arrangement of the invention bias ñring may 
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not only be designed into the unit originally, with one 
furnace having a greater capacity than another, but in 
addition to or in lieu off this an extension ofthe reheat 
control may be provided by varying the relative firing 
rates of the two units with load changes.- This reheat 
control may supplement other reheat control actions and 
provide an extension of the load'range over which the 
reheat temperature may be retained at its desired value. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide 
an improved vapor generator operating at supercritical 
pressure and of the divided furnace design employing a 
partition wall separating the two furnaces. 

Other and further objects of the invention will become 
apparentv to those skilled in the art as the description 
proceeds.' ` ~ Y 

With the aforementioned objects in view, the invention 
compromises an arrangement, construction and combina 
tion of the elements of the inventive organization in such 
Va manner as to attain they results desired as hereinafter 
more particularly set forth in the following detailed‘de 
scription of an illustrative embodiment, said embodiment 
being shown by the accompanying drawing wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation in the nature of a 
ñow sheet illustrating a vapor generator organized in ac 
cordance with the Vinvention and operating on the double 
reheat cycle; 

FIG. 2 represents a transverse sectional view through 
the furnaces of the generator of FIG. 1 and discloses the 
configuration of the furnaces showing the tubular division 
wall separating them; ' , 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary elevational view of a portion 
of one of the walls of the furnaces in FIG. 2 showing 
that the tubes are vertically arranged in side-by-side rela 
tion and are welded together; ' 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken generally along line 

4_4 of FIG. 3; ` 
FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view in the nature of a verti 

cal section from front to back of one of the furnaces andV 
associated gas pass of FIG. l and shows the general con 
figuration thereof and the general disposition of the heat 
ing surface therein; ’ 

FIG. 6 is a view similar to that of FIG. 5 but showing 
a modified control arrangement with FIG. 5 illustrating a 
tilting burner facility while FIG. 6 provides a gas recircu 
lation type of control; 

FiG. 7 is a graph or curve which represents the percent 
. of heat absorption in the through-flow circuit of the super 
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critical vapor generator plotted against the temperature 
of the through-flow as it passes through this circuit; 

FIG. 8 is aV curve which graphically illustrates the ex 
tension of the range over which the reheat temperature 
>may be controlled by means of bias firing; 

FIG. 9 is a schematic representation in the same gen 
eral nature as that of FIG. l but illustrates a vapor gen 
erator operating on the single reheat rather than the 
double reheat cycle; and » Y ' 

FIG. 10 is a curve illustrating the extension of the 
control range that is obtainable with bias firing employed 
in the FIG. 9 organization. 

Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference 
characters are used throughout to designate like elements„ 

i the illustrative and preferred embodiment of the invention 
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depicted therein includes a vapor generator designated 
generally 10 and comprising a pair of> furnaces identiñed 
as 12 and 14 which are tired in their lower region by 
means of burners 16 and t8, respectively, with a common 
gas passlll extending from the outlet of the furnaces and 
receiving the combustion gases egressing therefrom. 
The vapor generator is operated at supercritical pres 

sure and accordingly is provided with a through-‘low cir 
cuit through which the primary fluid or working medium 
is forced at said supercritical pressure by means ofa feed 
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pump identified as 22. From this feed pump the through 
ñow passes through the control valve 24 and then to and 
through the economizer 26. From the economizer the 
through-flow is conveyed by conduit 28 to and through 
mixing vessel30 and recirculating pump 32 to the header 
34 which extends beneath the outer walls of each of the 
furnaces 12 and 1.4. These outer walls, identified in FIG. 
2 as 36, are lined with vertically extending tubes 3S which 
are in side-by-side relation and are welded together to 
form a generally imperforate metallic, pressure resistant 
inner surface for the furnace walls. The lower ends of 
each of the tubes 38 connect with the header 34 and each 
of the tubes extends up along the outer wall of one of the 
furnaces, traversing the furnace only once, and is cone 
nected at its upper end with an outlet header 4i) which 
extends about both of the furnaces. After passing through 
the furnace wall tubes 38, the through-flow is conveyed 
from the header 40 through the downtakes 42 to the inlet 
header 44 located beneath the partition wall 46. This 
partition wall is comprised of vertically extending side-by 
side tube members preferably of larger diameter than 
tubes 38 in the outer walls in order to increase the flow 
area of the center wall, with the center wall tubes being 
identified as 48 and connected at their lower end with 
header 44 and at their upper end with header 50. These 
tubes 48 may be welded together in the manner of the 
outer wall tubes or they may be merely in tangent rela 
tion and unwelded. From the header 50 the through-flow 
is conveyed via conduit 52 to the first fluid heater 54 
which is disposed so it is heated primarily by the com 
bustion gases egressing from the furnace 12 and then 
through conduit 56 to the finishing fluid heater 58 where it 
is heated to its desired temperature with the fluid being 
conveyed from this finishing fluid heater through conduit 
60 vto the high pressure stage of turbine 62. 

In the illustrative arrangement of FIG. 1 the vapor 
generator is operated on the double reheat cycle and after 
the primary fluid has expanded through a portion or 
first stage of the turbine it is conveyed via conduit 64 to 
the first or high pressure reheater 66 which is subjected 
primarily to the heating influences of the combustion 
gasesY generated in furnace 12. The reheated working 
medium is conveyed from this first reheater via conduit 
68 back to turbine 62 where it is additionally expanded 
and is thereafter again reheated being conveyed through 
conduit 70 to the second reheater 72 which is so disposed 
as to be subjected primarily to the combustion gases gen 
erated in furnace 14. After being reheated a second time, 
the working medium is conveyed through conduit 76 back 
to the turbine. The exhaust Lfrom the turbine is directed 
to the condenser 7 8 with condensate pump 80 pumping the 
condensate from the condenser through the fluid heater 
82 and deairator 84 to the feed pump 22. 
By arranging the furnace wall tubes 3S upstream of the 

partition wall tubes 48 in the through-flow circuit, the 
differential temperature or temperature gradient that will 
develop „in the tubes 36 transversely of the walls, particu 
larly in the upper region and adjacent the outlets of these 
tubes, because of differential tiring of the furnaces, is 
maintained at a relatively low value. This differential 
firing of the furnaces may be by accident or design. This 
relative low temperature differential is obtained because 
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heater, will be generally uniform. It should be noted 
that bias firing of furnaces 12 and 14 does not adversely 
affect partition wall 46 and does not cause different fluid 
temperatures to be produced transversely of this wall. 

This is best shown by referring to FIG. 7, which is a 
curve depicting the percentage of heat absorbed by the pri 
mary rfluid as it traverses the through-flow circuit plotted 
against the temperature of this fluid as it traverses this 
circuit. It will be noted that the curve has a generally flat 
portion somewhat centrally located intermediate its two 
ends with this flat portion being the zone of highest specific 
heat and with the location identified generally as 86 being 
the location on the curve which is known as the transition 
Zone of the supercritical fluid which zone is the zone of 
highest specific heat. In this region there is the least 
temperature change in the fluid per unit of heat variation 
or in other words for each B.t.u. of heat absorbed, the 
temperature change resulting therefrom is at its minimum 
value. In connection with this curve it will be noted that 
as the through-flow traverses the economizer it may be 
heated fromy a temperature somewhat above 500° to a 
temperature somewhat above 600° and as it traverses the 
furnace walls it is further heated to a temperature some 
what above 750° with the portion of the curve that is em 
braced within this fluid wall heating zone being a rela 
tively flat portion particularly> with regard to the outlet 
region o’f the furnace walls. Upon leaving the furnace 
wall tubes and passing through the center wall tubes the 
temperature of the fluid is further heated to about 800° 
with the slope of the curve in this region substantially 
increasing, representing a substantial decrease in the spe 
cific heat. Upon leaving the center wall and passing 

. through the additional ñuid heaters the temperature is 
further raised to a desired and ñnal value, as for example 
l050° F., and with the slope of the. curve in this region 
being relatively steep. 

Accordingly, it will be appreciated that by arranging 
. the through-flow circuit in the manner described, even 
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by arranging the circuit in this manner the supercritical 
pressure medium passing through the tubes is in a con 
dition or state where it is relatively insensitive insofar as 
change of temperature is concerned, as a result of a change 
in the heat content of the fluid. To state this in another 
way the supercritical fluid traversing the tubes 38 is at a 
location in the entire.l through-flow circuit where its 
specific heat is at its highest value. Furthermore by ar 
ranging the through-.flow circuit in this manner the effluent 
from the outer furnace walls will be mixed in header 44 
at the beginning of the center wall. A further mixing will 
occur in header 50 so the temperature of the fluid enter 
ing heater 54, there being several inlet pipes for this 
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though the two furnaces are bias fired to a substantial ex 
tent, as for example one furnace being fired at a 10 percent 
greater rate than the> other, the temperature of the fluid 
egressing from the tubes 36 in each of the furnaces will 
not be` inordinately large and will be substantially less 
than if the center wall were upstream of the furnace walls 
in the through-flow circuit. It is desirable to` maintain 
the temperatures of the tubes in the outer furnace walls 
of both furnaces at a generally uniform value or as uni 
form as possible since they are, supported in a manner 
which makes this extremely desirable with common buck 
stays extending across the walls of both furnaces. With 
the welded wall construction shown and described this uni 
form temperature is desirable to maintain stresses at a 
minimum value. 

Bias firing of the furnaces in the arrangement described 
may be employed to extend the range of operation of 
the vapor generator over which the two reheat tempera 
tures may be maintained constant and at their desired 
value. Furthermore, it should be noted that bias firing 
may be inadvertently produced in a unit since it is quite 
difficult to accurately meter the fuel and air to insure 
that the firing of the two furnaces is identical and more 
over bias firing may be designed into the unit where it is 
desired that one of the furnaces in a divided furnace ar 
rangement be of greater capacity than another. 

With regard to the'reheat control that is obtained by 
means of bias firing in the FIG. 1 arrangement the bias 
tiring effect may be utilized to extend the range of con 
trol that is produced by some other control means such 
as gas recirculation or tilting burners. In FIGS. l, 2, and 
5 there is diagrammatically represented a tilting tangential 
type of firing system. In this system burners are disposed 
preferably adjacent the corners of each of the furnaces 
and direct their fuel and air tangent to a vertically dis 
posed centrally located imaginary cylinder in the furnace. 
The burners are tiltable in a manner so that the zone of 
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combustionmay be moved longitudinally _toward and 
away from the furnace outlets. It will be appreciated 
thatlif the zone of combustion is moved toward the fur 
nace outlets a greater quantity of heat is made available to 
`the reheaters located in the gas pass 20 for a given firing 
rate. This type of control, as well as the construction of 
the burners in the organization of this invention may be 
similarto that shown and described in US. Patent No. 
2,636,875 granted November 28, 1944, to H. Kreisinger 
and V. Z. Caracristi. j t ` 
The tilting burner control may be effective to control 

the two reheat temperatures over a substantial range. 
However since the two reheats require varying amounts 
of heat with varying load the control that may be ob 
tained with the «tiltingburners would be limited by the 
reheat whichrequires the greater control effect. This 
may be explained in another Way by pointing out that the 
two reheat temperatures tend to vary with respect to each 
other as the load varies if there is nocontrol action at 
all applied to maintain these temperatures at their de 
sired value. The vapor generator is designed so that at 
maximum or design rating the temperature of the pri 
mary ñuid aswell as the temperature of both of the re 
lheats are at their desired or design value. As the load 
decreases from this maximum value the two reheat tern 

` peratures will tend to decrease with one of the reheat 
temperatures tending to decrease at a faster rate than the 
other. Whether this is the high pressure or low pressure 
reheat, i.e., the ñrst or second reheat, depends upon the 
design of the unit and the particular cycle of the entire 
power plant. , ' 

FIG. 8 shows that tilting burners may be effective to 
maintain the two reheat temperatures at their desired 
value (1050c F.) as the load falls from the l0() percent 

' value with the straight line identified as 88 showing the 
reheat temperatures being thusv controlled. At the point 
identified as 90 the tilting burner control has reached the 
limit of'its ability to control the temperature of one of 
the reheats, for example, the high pressure or ñrst reheat. 
Accordingly, if no other control. action were initiated the 
high pressure reheat temperature, from the point 90, would 
follow the curve 92V as the load is further decreased. How 
ever, with respect to the other reheat temperature (the 
second or low pressure reheat in the example chosen) tilt 
ing burner control would be effective to maintain the tem~ 
perature of this reheat at its desired value to the point 
identifiedas 94. Accordingly, at the point 90 bias firing 
may be utilized to extend the control range over which 
the two reheat temperatures maybe retained at their de 
sired value. At this point 9G bias firing may be used to 
increase the proportion of the total fuel fired in the fur 
nace 12 relative to that in furnace 14 to bring the high 
pressure reheat temperature up to its desired value. Since 
at point 90 the tilting burner control is still effective to 
maintain the low pressure reheat at its desired value the 
fact that the'ñring rate in furnace 14 is decreased ̀ will 
be compensated for by means 4of the tilting burner con 
trol. The vbias firing is thus effective to overcome the 
tendency of the tworreheats to develop different tempera 
tures and the control range, by means of the combination 
of bias firing and tilting burners, may be extended to the 
point identified as 96. This is the limit of the control of 
the two reheat temperatures that can be obtained with 
this combination of» control actions with the reheat tem 
peratures decreasing as represented-by curves 98 as the 
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load decreases beyond that represented by the point 96. ' 
By combining the tilting burner and bias firing controls 
in this manner a simple arrangement may be utilized to 
extendthe control range over that which may be had with 
4tilting burners per se. . - > 

y It will be understood that the primary fluid temperature 
is maintained constant throughout the desired operating 
range of the vapor generator with this being accomplished 
through suitable control equipment which is effective to 
Ícontrol the necessary parameters to effect this result with 
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this including controlling the feed of the through-dow by 
means of the valve 24 and adjusting and controlling the 
total fuel fired to the furnaces with the ratio of the 
through-flow and fuel being maintained at the necessary 
value to provide a generally constant primary fluid tem 
perature delivered to the turbine. _ 

In FIG. 1 there is diagrammatically represented in a` 
very simplified fashion an arrangement for’controlling 
the temperature of the primary and the two reheat fluid 
temperatures. As illustratively disclosed there is provided 
a control device identified as 16N) which receives asignal 
responsive to the primary ñuid temperature such as at 
the location 102 and which receivesV a signal from the 
load responsive device 104. This device 104 receives its 
signal from the electrical load that is supplied by the gen 
erator 196. The fuel and air supply is controlled from the 
control device 180 through the supplemental control de« 
vice 106 which‘is effective to control valveltiäi while the 
feed controlvalve 24 is regulated through the lcontrol 109 
and the supplementalV control device 118. The reheat 
temperatures are sensed at the locations 112 and 114, re 
spectively, providing a signal that is supplied to the con- ` 
'trol device 116 with this control device in turn being ef 
fectiveto adjustably proportion the total fuel and air 
between the two furnaces through the supplemental con 
trol devices 118 and 120 which respectively control the 
valves 122 and 124. The control device 116 is also con 
nected with the control device 10i) so as to provide a load 
responsive signal for anticipatory purposes. The tilting 
burners for each of the furnaces are independently con 
trolled and as diagrammatically shown the control mech 
anism 126 is effective to regulate the tilting burner 16 for 
the furnace 12 while the control mechanism 128 is ef 
fective to regulate the tilting burners 18 for the furnace 
1d. These control mechanismsr126 and 128 are regulated 
from the control device 116. Through this control sys 
tem the primary fluid temperature is maintained constant 
and at its desired value throughout the load range over 
which the vapor generator is operated and reheat tempera 
tures are maintained at their desired value inV accordance 
with the previously explained curve of FIG. 8. 

FIG. 6, which is in the nature of a vertical section from 
front to rear of the vapor generator taken through the 
furnace 12, shows the general configuration that the gen 
erator has and the disposition of the heat exchange sur 
faces therein. FIG. 6 is a view similar to that of FIG. 5 
but shows a modification wherein in lieu of the tilting 
burner type of control gas recirculation type of control 
for the reheat temperature is employed. This type of 
control is known in the art and in accordance therewith 
cooled recirculating gases that have traversed the reheater 
are reintroduced into the furnace as the load is decreased 
with the amount of gas recirculated being increased with ‘ 
decreasing load to maintain the reheat temperature at 
its desired value. This type of control may be used to 
effect the desired control of the reheats in lieu of the 
tilting burner control and the bias firing may be employed 
in conjunction with this gas recirculation control in the 
same manner as with the tilting burner control to extend 
the control range with regard to the reheat temperature. 
As illustratively disclosed the recirculating gases are con 
veyed from the lower end of gas pass 20 through the gas 
recirculation duct 130 into the lower region of furnace 
12 with recirculating fan 132 being disposed in duct 13@ ' 
and with adjustable damper 134 being operative to con 
trol the quantity of recirculated gases. This damper is 
controlled by the control mechanism 126. 

In the. supercritical vapor generator of the invention, the 
through-flow circuit has superimposed thereon a recircu 
lating system or circuit which is effective to recirculate 
fluid through the tubular furnace walls and through the 
center or partition Wall. There is provided a conduit 
136 which is connected with the outlet conduit 52 from 
_the header 50 and which leads to the mixing vessel 3Q). 
The recirculating pump 32, which is a centrifugal pump 
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operated by a constant speed motor and is free-ñoating on 
the through-flow system„ is effective to cause a recircula 
tion of workingmedium to be provided through-thecon 
duit 136 and accordingly through the tubes of the outer 
furnace walls and the center wall. The recirculating pump 
32 is constructed and operated so-asto automatically pro 
vide the amount of recirculation necessary to insure that 
adequateiiow velocity is had in the furnace wall and 
center Wall tubes. The construction and operation of this 
pump is preferably similar to that shown and described 
in U.S. Patent No. 3,135,252 of June 2, 1964, in the name 
of Willburt W. Schroedter entitled “Recirculation Sys 
tem for Steam Generator.” » 

This recirculation of fluid enables the parallel tube, 
welded Wall furnace construction previously described to 
be employed with a minimum of stresses being set up 
therein. It also enables larger tubes to be used than 
would otherwise be the case with these larger diameter 
tubes being less restrictive and accordingly less affected 
by deposit build up. Furthermore the recirculation re 
_duces the temperature variation between the inlet and 
the outlet of the furnace wall and-center Wall tubes which 
in turn results in providing a more uniform temperature 
distribution transversely> of the furnace Walls in the super 
critical arrangement. Y 

lt will be noted that the fluid heaters 54 and 58 are sub 
jected primarily to the heating effect of the gases from a 
single furnace with this having the advantage of vpermit 
ting bias firing to be employed and at the same time not 
developing a plurality of streams of the working ñuid 
which are at substantially different temperatures and 
which must be mixed. The temperature of the iiuid Vleav 
ing the heater 54 through several outlet conduits that 
extend from the heater will be generally at the same value 
while a similar condition will`prevai1 with regard to the 
iiuid heater 58. 

In lieu of employing the doubel reheat cycle, the vaopr 
generator may be operated on the single reheat cycle with 
the FIG. 9 providing a diagrammatic representation of 
such a system. In this FIG. 9 representation the primary 
circuit or through-ñowcircuit is the same as that in FIG. 
1 representation with the single reheater being identified 
as 140 receiving Working medium from turbine 62’ 
through conduit 142 and delivering the reheat vapor to 
the turbine through conduit 144. >In the FIG. 9 arrange 
ment bias firing maybe utilized to> control the reheat tem 
perature with the bias firing acting as a supplemental 
control to either tilting burner or gas recirculation con 
trol. To illustrate the control actionA that may be em 
ployed, FIG. l() represents the reheat temperature plotted 
against load. If there were no control action at allV the 
reheat temperature would decrease as, for example, along 
the line 146 as the load is decreased. By means. of bias 
firing and of the total fuel fired increasing the proportion 
of that fired into furnace 14relative to that fired into fur 
nace 12 with decrease load the reheat temperature may be 
maintained constant to the point identified as 148 and then 
fall olf along the curve 150. By means of either tilting 
burner or gas recirculation type of control the reheat tem 
perature may be maintained constant to the point identi 
fied as 152 with these controls being effective to further 
extend the control of the reheat temperature beyond that 
of point 148. It will be. appreciated that in lieu of utiliz 
ing the bias firing type of control initially and then the 
additional control action, the tilting burneror gas recircu 
lation control may be first utilized to the limit of its abil 
ity and then bias firing may be used to further extend the 
range of load over which the reheat temperature may be 
maintained constant. Y ` 

In both the double and the single reheatsystems de 
scribed the bias firing control is effective .to increase the 
load range over which accurate control of thereheat tem 
peratures may be had. ì v 

While I have illustrated and described a preferred em 
bodiment of my invention it is to be understood that such 
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8 
is merely illustrative and not restrictive and that varia 
tions and modifications may be made therein without de 
parting from the spirit and scope of the invention. I 
therefore do not wish to be limited to the precise details 
set forth but desire to avail myself of such changes as 
fall within the purview of my invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. A supercritical vapor generator comprising in com 

bination a through-flow circuit, means for forcing the 
Working medium through said circuit at supercritical pres 
sure, a pair of furnaces, a tubular partition wall separating 
Said furnaces, means independently‘firing said furnaces, 
tubular members lining the furnace walls, the furnaces 
having a gas passageway extending therefrom, said par 
tition wall and said furnace walls formingpart of the 
through-flow circuit, the portions of the through-flow cir 
cuitbeing so disposed that the transition zone of the cir 
cuit is located'in the'tubular members lining the furnace 
walls, means directing the through-How first through the 
tubular members on the furnace walls and directly there 
from through the partition wall, additional heat exchange 
surface heatedby the gases produced in said furnaces and 
means for conveying therethrough the >through-how egress 
ing from the partition wall, and reheater means sub 
jected to the combustion gases generated in one of said 
furnaces. 

2. In a vapor generator having a pair of furnaces sep 
arated by a tubular partition wall with means independent 
ly iiring said’furnaces the method of operation compris 
ing passing the primary iluid through a continuous path 
at supercritical pressure, in the course of said path direct 
ing> said Huid lin confined streams adjacent the inner sur 
face of the outer furnace walls and thereafter through the 
tubes of said partition wall, regulatingly imparting heat to 
said fluid so thatthe transition zone is in said confined 
streams, directingV the eiiiuent fromthe partition wall in 
heat exchange relation with at least the. gas stream pro 
duced in one of said furnaces, utilizing a portion of the 
energy of the primary fluid and reheating this fluid by 
passing the same in heat exchange relation lwith at least 
the gases produced in one of said furnaces. n 

V3. The method of producing vapor comprisingburning 
fuel in‘a lirst zone and >producing a combustion gas stream 
and burning fuel in a second zone and Vproducing a corn 
bustion gas stream,.passing a working fluid at supercriti 
cal pressure inconiined streams intermediate said two 
zones and absorbing heat produced in said zones and in 
confined streams about the outer regions of said zones 
with said iiuid being first directed in the confined streams 
about saidouter regions and then between' said zones, im 
parting heat to said iiuid such that the transition zone 
is in the confined streams about said outer regions, further 
directing said Huid in heat exchange relation with the 
gases produced in said furnaces, expanding said fluid and 
thereafter reheating the same by conveying the fluid in 
heat exchange relation primarily with the gases evolved 
in one of said furnaces, adjustably proportioning the ñr 
ing of the furnaces increasing the relative proportion for 
said one furnace with decreasing load. . 

4. A supercritical` vapor generator comprising in corn 
bination a pair of .furnaces >separated by a tubular parti 
tion wall, means separately firing each of said furnaces, 
gas pass means through which the combustion gases from 
the furnaces are directed, a through-flow circuit including 
tubular members lining the inner surface of the outer fur 
_nace walls and heat exchange surface in said gas pass 
meansgwith the portions of the through-How circuit being 
so disposed that thetransition zone of the circuit is located 
in the tubular members lining the inner surface of the fur 
nace walls, means forcing the working medium at super 
critical pressure through said circuit including .means di 
recting the ñuid first through the tubular members lining 
the outer furnace walls and then through the tubular mem 
bers of the partition wall, means thereafter directing the 
fluid through said additional heat exchange surface, reheat 
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er heat exchange surface disposed in the gas pass means 
in a ̀ manner so that it is subjected primarily to the heating 
effect of the gas stream produced in one of said furnaces, 
means adjustably proportioning the total fuel tired Vto the 
two furnaceseffective to increase the ñring rate of said 
one furnace relative to that of the other furnace with 
decreasing load. ` 

5. The'organization of claim 4 including means inde 
pendent ofthe tiring rate effective to regulate the heat 
content of the combustion gases egressing from saidone 
furnace. y 

e 6. The organization of claim 5 wherein the last-named 
means comprises means operative to adjust the zone of 
combustion toward and away from the furnace outlet. 

7. The organization of claim 5 wherein the last-named 
means comprises means for reintroducing combustion 
gases into t-he'furnace after traversal of the'reheater. 
‘ 8. A vapor generator of the type described operating 
on the reheat cycle and at supercritical pressure compris 
ing in combination a through-flow circuit, means operative 
to force the Working medium through said circuit at super 
critical pressure, a pair of side-by-side furnaces separated 
by arpartition wall comprised of longitudinally extending 
parallel tubes, gas pass means extending from the furnaces 
and ,receiving the combustion gases therefrom, longitu 
dinally extending parallel side-by-side tubes lining the 
inner surface of the furnace walls, an economizer at the 
low temperature region of the gas pass means, said econ 
omizer, partition wall and furnace wall tubes forming a 
portion of the through-how> circuit with means directingA 
the through-how from the econornizer through the fur 

` nace walltubes in parallel flow relation and thereafter 
through the partition wall tubes, the portions of the 
through-now circuit being such that the transition zone 
is in the furnace wall tubes, additional heat exchange sur 
face disposed in the gas pass means and means conveying 
the through-how thereto after traversal of the partition 
`wall tubes to heat the iluid to its desired temperature, and 
reheater means subjected primarily to the heating in 
tluence of the combustion gases generated in one of the 
furnaces. 

9. The organization of claim 8 including means super 
imposed on the through-flow circuit operative to increase 
the llow through the furnace wall and partition wall tubes 
over and above that of the through-flow. 

10. The organization of claim 8 including means inde 
pendent of the total tiring rate of the unit for controlling 
the’ reheat temperature including means to adjustably 
proportion the total firing betwen the two furnaces, in 
creasing that of said one furnace relative to that of the 
other with a decrease in load, and means operative to ad 
just the zone of combustion toward and away from the 
furnace outlet.f 

l1. A supercritical vapor generator operating ̀ on the re 
heat cycle and comprising in combination a pair of up 
right side-by-side furnaces, a partition wall separating 
Said furnaces and comprised of vertically extending par 
allel ñow tubes, vertically extending parallel ñow tubes 
lining the outer furnace walls, gas pass means receiving 
combustion gases from said furnaces, means independent 
lyfiring said furnaces, means directing through-flow at 
supercritical pressure first up through the outer furnace 
Wall tubes and then up through the partition wall tubes, 

for conveying the through-flow therethrough, reheater heat 
exchange means subjected primarily to the heating vin 
ñuence of the combustion gases generated in one of said 
units, and means for controllably proportioning the total 
tiring of the two furnaces increasing the relative propor 
tion for said one furnace with decreasing load. 

12. In a supercritical vapor generator having a pair of 
furnaces separated by a partition Wall and gas pass means 
extending from said furnaces, the method of operation 
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comprising forcing the Working medium at supercritical 
pressure through a continuouspcircuit including directing 
the medium up> through tubes that line the outer walls of 
the furnaces and then up through the tubes of the parti 
tion wall, thereafter conveying the fluid in heat exchange 
relation with the gases produced in the furnaces, utilizing 
a portion of the energy of the thus heated working me 
dium and thereafter reheating the same by conveying it 
in heat exchange relation primarily with the combustion 
gases generated in one of said furnaces, regulating the re 
heat temperature with varying load by means of regulat 
ing the heat content of the combustion gases egressing 
from said one furnace independent of the ñring rate and 
by means of adjustably proportioning the total fuel tired 
between the two furnaces. ' 

13. In a vapor generator operated on the double re 
heat cycle and at supercritical pressures and including a 
pair of side-by-side furnaces effectively separated by a 
tubular partition wall, said furnaces being lined with lon 
gitudinally extending tubular members welded together 
to provide a generally imperforate furnace lining and 
means independently firing the furnaces the method com 
prising directing the Working medium at supercritical pres 
sure first through the tubes on the outer furnace walls 
and then through the partition wall tubes, thereafter con 
veying the iiuid in heat exchange relation with the com 
bustion gases egressing from the furnaces, utilizing a por 
tion of the energy of the thus heated working medium and 
reheating the same by conveying it in heat exchange rela 
tion primarily with the combustion gases generated in 
one of said furnaces, utilizing> a further portion of the 
energy of the reheated steam and again reheating the 
same by conveying it in heat exchange relation primarily 
with the combustion gases generated in the other of 
said furnaces, regulating the two reheat temperatures with 
varying load by adjustably proportioning the total firing 
between the two furnaces and by varying the heat con 
tent of the gases egressingfrom the furnaces independent 
of the firing rate. 

14. The method of claim l-3 wherein the heat content 
of the gases is varied by adjusting the zone of combustion 
with relation to the furnace outlets. 

15. The method of claim 13 wherein the heat content 
of the gases is varied by introducing into the furnace com 
bustion gases after they have effected the reheating of 
said vapor. 

16. A vapor generator comprising in combination a 
pair of furnaces separated by a partition wall and having 
gas pass means extending therefrom, said partition wall 
being Yformed of vertically extending side-by-side tubes, 
similarly disposed tubes lining the inner surface of the 
outer furnace walls with these latter tubes being welded 
together to form a generally imperforate structure, a 
through-flow circuit through which the working medium 
is conveyed at supercritical pressure and including the 
furnace Wall and the partition Wall tubes, said circuit` 
including means directing the through-flow first through 
said furnace wall tubes in parallel flow relation and then 
through said partition wall tubes, additional heat exchange 
surface in the gas pass means Vconnected to receive the 
through-flow after traversal of said center wall tubes, a 
recirculating system connected across the center Wall and 
furnace wall tubes in superimposed relation on the 
through-flow circuit with the inlet of this system connected 
to the through-flow system downstream of the center Wall 
tubes and the outlet connected upstream of the furnace 
wall tubes, pump means effective to recirculate fluid 
through these tube portions and being operative to in 
crease the recirculation with decreasing load, a ñrst re 
heater subjected primarily to the combustion gases egress 
ing from one of said furnaces and a second reheater sub 
jected primarily to the combustion gases of the other 
furnace, means operative to adjustably proportion between 
the two furnaces the total fuel fired, and means operative 
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to adjust the zone of combustion in each furnace toward 
and away from the furnace outlet. 
y 17. A vapor generator comprising in combination a 
pair of furnaces separated'by a partition wall and having 
gas pass means extending therefrom, said partition wall 
being formed of vertically extending side-by-side tubes, 
similarly disposed tubes lining the inner surface of the 
outer furnace walls withthese latter tubes being welded 
together to form a generally imperforate structure, a 
through-How circuit through which the working medium 
is conveyed at supercritical pressure and including the 
furnace wall and the partition wall tubes, said circuit in 
cluding means directing the through-how first through said 
furnace wall' tubes in parallel iiow relation and then 
through said partition wall tubes, additional heat exchange 
surface in the gas pass means connected to receive the 
through-dow after traversal of said center wall tubes, a 
recirculating system connected across the center wall and 
furnace wall tubes in superimposed relation on the 
through-flow circuit with the inlet of this system con 
nected to the through-dow system downstream of the cen 
ter wall tubes and the outlet connected upstream of the 
furnace wall tubes, pump means effective to recirculate 
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fluid through these tube portions and being operative to , 
increase the recirculation with decreasing load, a first re 
heater> subjected primarily to the combustion gases egress 
ing from one of said furnaces and a second reheater sub 
jected primarily to the combustion gases of the other 
furnace, means operative to adjustably proportion between 
the two furnaces the total fuel fired, and means to recircu 
late combustion gases after traversal of the reheat means 
back into the furnace in such a manner as to decrease the 
heat absorption in the furnace. 

18. The method of generating vapor comprising burn 
ing fuel at a first zone and creating a combustion gas 
stream, burning fuel at second zone adjacent said first 
Zone and creating a combustion gas stream, directing a 
primary fluid at supercritical pressure through a continu 
ous path including conveying the iiuid in confined streams 
about the zones of combustion and then conveying the 
fluid in confined streams intermediate said zones of com 
bustion, thereafter conveying said primary fluid in heat 
exchange relation with said combustion gas streams, ex 
panding the thus heated primary fluid at a iirst stage, 
reheating the ñuid by conveying the primary ñuid in heat 
exchange relation with ythe combustion gas stream gener 
ated in one of said Zones, expanding the reheated fluid at 
a second stage and thereafter again reheating the same by 
conveying it in heat exchange relation primarily with the 
combustion gases generated in the other zone, controlling 
the temperature of the primary fluid by suitable controlling 
actions including controlling the total fuel firing, control 
ling the two reheat temperatures by adjustably proportion 
ing the total fuel between the two Zones and regulating the 
heat content of the combustion gases egressing from said 
zones independent of the firing rate. 

19. 1n a vapor generator operating at supercritical pres 
sure and comprising a pair of upright furnaces in side-by 
side relation said furnaces being separated by a partition 
wall having vertically extending tubes and the outer fur 
nace walls being lined with vertically extending tubes 
which are in parallel flow relation and welded together 
generally throughout the furnace height, a recirculating 
system connected across the furnace wall and center wall 
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tubes collectively operative to provide a recirculation of 
the working fluid therethrough, gas pass means extending 
from said furnaces and a through-flow circuit through 
which the working medium is conveyed at supercritical 
pressure, the method of operation comprising independ 
ently firing the two furnaces, directing the through-dow up 
through the furnace wall tubes and thereafter up through 
the partition wall tubes, regulating the heat absorption so 
that the transition zone is in the furnace wall tubes, pass 
ing the through-flow after traversal of thecenter wall tube 
in heat exchange relation with the gases produced in the 
furnaces, expanding the >thus heated working medium at 
a ñrst zone and reheating the same by directing it in heat 
exchange relation primarily with the combustion gases 
produced in one of said furnaces, thereafter expanding 
fluid at a second zone and again reheating it by convey 
ing it in heat exchange relation primarily with the com 
bustion gas stream generated in the other furnace, main 
taining the reheat temperatures at a generally constant 
value throughout a predetermined load range by regu 
lating, independently of the firing rate, the heat content 
of the combustion gases passing from each furnace, and 
extending this control range by adjustably proportioning 
the total fuel between the two furnaces. 

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the heat content 
of the gases is controlled by introducing cooled combus 
Ation gases back into the furnace. ` 

21. A vapor generatorv comprising in combination a 
pair of furnaces separated by a partition wall and’having 
lgas pass means extending therefrom, said partition wall 
being formed of vertically extending side-by-side tubes, 
tubes lining the inner surface of the outer furnace wall 
with these tubes extending longitudinally of the furnace, 
being in parallel side-by-side relation with each tube 
traversing the furnace once and with adjacent tubes being 
welded together so as to form a rigid structure, a through 
flow circuit through which the working medium is con 
veyed at supercritical pressure and including the furnace 
wall tubes and the partition Wall tubes, said circuit includ 
ing means directing the through-flow throughsaid furnace 
wall tubes in parallel flow relation and then through said 
partition wall tubes and with the' portions of the circuit 
being so related that the transition zone is in the furnace 
wall tubes,” additional heat exchange surface in the gas 
pass means connected to receive the working fluid of the 
vapor generator, and means operative to independently 
iire each of the furnaces and control the firing rate as 
desired. ` 
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